PE310/510-D
Module 6
Learning Guide
The Western Story and
the Contemporary Situation
Before you start...





Do the pre-reading for this week (see Unit Guide p6 + uploads on Moodle)
Post to this module’s forum
From the reading, come prepared to share a question, challenge, implication & application
If it’s your turn, come prepared to share about your vocation or current affairs

1. INTRODUCTION
Thus far we have explored the storied nature of all life, and have unpacked the Biblical worldview through
the lens of Creation, Fall, and Redemption. This week we shift gears. If the Christian life is living faithfully at
the crossroads, then we must have a clear grasp on the contemporary western story in which we live.
After student interaction/sharing and unpacking the pre-readings in the first session, we will consider the
complex shift from modernity to postmodernity, and its implications for sharing our faith. In the final
session, we’ll briefly consider social data and the various aspects of the contemporary worldview, before
entering its story with fresh eyes. This will position us to explore how to live at the intersection of the
Biblical and contemporary Western story (next module).
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this module are to:
1. Get a grasp on the complex (and contested) shift from modernity to postmodernity
2. Understand our contemporary western culture as a story with key actors and challenges and tasks
OUTCOMES
On completion of this module, students shall be expected to explain the primary differences between
modernity and postmodernity, and also how they are connected. Also, students should be able to tell the
overriding “story” of the contemporary western world, recognising key episodes of this story in the media.
SESSION FLOW (lecture runs 1:20-4:50pm, with breaks from 2:10-3:05pm, and 3:55-4:00pm)
1:20
3:05
4:00

Student Sharing (Praying the News + Vocation) & Review of Readings (40 minutes)
+ Introduction: Why Big Ideas Matter
Mod to POMO: Changing Currents (50 minutes)
Understanding the Times: Contemporary Worldview as Story (50 minutes)

Po-Mo (adj.): Post-modern in design or expression; often also denotes an ironic or self-referential tone.
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2. INTERACTION: CURRENT AFFAIRS, GOD@WORK + REVIEW READINGS

Activity 6.1: Praying the Papers
BBC + Prayer (10 mins.)
“The Pastor and the Faithful should not deceive themselves into
thinking that they are a religious society, which has to do with
certain themes; they live in the world. We still need—according
to my old formulation—the Bible and the Newspaper. … [So]
take your Bible and take your newspaper, and read both. But
interpret newspapers from your Bible.” – Karl Barth
Each week, one student will share a newspaper article or media
clip concerning events in the public square. The grid of
creational intent, cultural idolatry, and healing action
(creation, fall, restoration) should be used in evaluating this
aspect of local or global news. (Perhaps the one minute BBC
world summary will give you some stimulus:
www.bbc.com/news/av/10462520/one-minute-world-news.)
First, share your initial reflections from a Christian worldview.
Second, as a class we’ll consider what a faithful and embodied
Christian response may look like—a response that addresses
both our thinking, and cultivating practices/liturgies that direct
our heart to desire and represent the Kingdom of God.
Third, we’ll bring this aspect of the world to Jesus in prayer.

Class Activity 6.2: God @ Work (10 mins.)
Each week one or two students will share for 3-5 minutes
concerning his or her main vocation, and how to live faithfully
at the crossroads. You’ll work through the same questions as
used in the various “God @ Work” interviews/transcripts
each module.
1. Describe your vocation
2. Where do you see creational intent in this vocation
(designed for good)
3. How has cultural idolatry (sin) warped this vocation?
(damaged by evil)
4. How might you participate redemptively with healing
action as you seek first the Kingdom of God? (restored
for better  sent together to heal the world
a taste of when God sets everything right)
Afterward, we’ll pray for you, dedicating your vocation afresh to the glory of God.
(n.b. You may find, in preparation for sharing, the Module 2 “Kingdom Gap” graphic a helpful frame)
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Class Activity 6.3: Reading Review (25 mins.)
In response to the pre-reading for this module, students will be chosen to share on one of the following:
-a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance
-an implication—“so what” for our apologetic practice
-an application—something useful right now in your context
The whole class can then contribute to further discussion, bouncing off their own forum posts.
The aim is to ground the readings and apply them to one’s life in general and ministry context in
particular.
This is the ideal time to bring up whatever is confusing,
or questions you have in regards to the course material, so don’t be shy!

Particular Questions to Address in Response to the Pre-Readings
Living at the Crossroads, pp67-126
In broad brush strokes, how has classical humanism (i.e., Greco-Roman paganism, particularly
the philosophies of Plato and Aristotle) blended with the Gospel to produce the modern world?
In what ways did the Reformation contribute to contemporary secularisation?
How is it that science could be birthed within a biblical worldview, and then subsequently
supplant the Scriptures with Scientific Reasoning (both empiricism and rationalism)?
In the 18th century Enlightenment, Goheen and Bartholomew contend that we shifted from
Christianity to a “new faith”: faith in progress, reason, technology, and a rationally ordered
social world. In everyday examples, what does this new ‘faith’ look like? Has it shifted in the
21st century?
Explain Figure 9 (right), using a current example:
How are Marxism and Romanticism both a reaction
against and a continuation of the Enlightenment
project?
What signs are there, in the 20th and 21st century,
that Liberal Humanism is in decline, and
progressivism is rising?
Goheen and Bartholomew outline four signs of our
time in the Western Story:


Postmodernity



Consumerism and Globalisation



The Renascence of Christianity



The Resurgence of Islam

Using current cultural examples, illustrate each sign.
Do you entirely agree with this book’s analysis of the contemporary western story? What’s
missing? Any things with which you disagree?
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Desiring the Kingdom, pp131-154
Smith places great emphasis on “liturgical time” as a way of aligning with Kingdom rhythms.
What does this mean, and in what ways do you and your church embody this cycle?
What does the “call to worship” represent, and how does it relate to the imago Dei?
How is “hospitality” practiced in your community?
Must we sing in order to worship? Why, then, is singing so central to the Church?
Someone says, “Now that I’m a Christian, saved by grace, I have no need to keep all those laws
in the Bible. I’m free!” If they were open to a timely word, how might you affirm and correct.

2.1

Introduction: Why Big Ideas Aren’t Enough, But Still Matter Big Time

A common error in worldview studies is to assume that the present situation is nothing more than the
natural outcome of a flow of “big ideas” tracing back hundreds, even thousands, of years. Complex and
internally heterogenous ideas and eras are presented as unified wholes, reified (treated as though they are
a real and personal thing), and brought into collision course—think (neo-)Platonism, “Medieval”,
Renaissance, Enlightenment, Romanticism, Capitalism, Marxism,
Postmodernism, and so forth—to explain all that is. While this makes us feel
clever, to understand all of history seemingly floating above the world, it is
overly simplistic. For instance, the “the Age of Enlightenment” refers broadly to
the mid 1700s through mid 1800s, set up by the 1600s scientific revolution, and
culminating in the 1799 French Revolution. It was a heady period strong on
reason, but this obscures a complex history (also here and here). But it cannot
simply be read as a rejection of God or move to Deism. Are we talking of the
anti-God French Revolution—arguably the rise of “modern paganism”, the proGod Scottish Enlightenment with rational theology, or the middle Eastern
Islamic Enlightenment applying these insights to Allah as God? Which
“Enlightenment”? Furthermore, often it’s the material conditions like poverty
or plenty, and technological innovation like printing and industrialisation, that
lay the foundations for new ways of thinking, changing what we count as
“common sense”. So, “big ideas” aren’t enough.
And yet, history does tell a story—a story in which ideas matter big time. So we do well to learn from how
the best tell this tale, weaving together all kinds of events and ideologies to make sense of the not-sosimple world in which we live. For a taste of the art and science of a genealogy of ideas, check out:
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3. MOD TO POMO: CHANGING CURRENTS

Resource 6.1: A Genealogy of Ideas
Where has today’s “common sense” come from, especially given that it looks
very different to “common sense” across much of history? Well, to answer
that, we need to tackle a “genealogy of ideas”, following various worldviews
back to their source. This informs the context in which we live.
Online students can read the full manuscript of what will be presented in the
first period on Moodle, Module 6: “Mod to POMO: Changing Currents” (ppnt
slides here). We will focus on pp1-15, with the flow of ideas driving history.
Feel free to ignore (or just skim) pp16-37 which concern the evangelistic
implications of the “postmodern shift”. The slides below this box guide you
through key points.
Alternately, if you would rather put your feet up and listen to another speaker, then
download and play the 50 minute N. T. Wright talk, also under this module’s Optional Reading:
“Christianity Facing Postmodernity”
(Do, however, read the notes below relating to the POMO message.)
On a similar note, I’ve uploaded two related mp3 talks that may be of interest:
“The Mother of All Potholes (aka A Culture in Crisis)” here …
reflecting on large cultural shifts toward relativism
“The Truth About Truth” here …
reflecting on the nature of truth and how to discern what in fact is “true”.
For some excellent related reading, see the following:
Dreher, Rod. “The Roots of the Crisis.” Ch. 2 (pp. 21-47) in The Benedict Option: A Strategy for Christians
in a Post-Christian Nation. Chapter New York: Penguin Books, 2017.
Gay, Craig M. The Way of the (Modern) World: Or, Why It's Tempting to Live As If God Doesn't Exist.
Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999.
Goudzwaard, Bob, and Craig G. Bartholomew. Beyond the Modern Age: An Archaeology of
Contemporary Culture. Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2017.
Haidt, Jonathan. The Righteous Mind Why Good People Are Divided by Politics and Religion.
London: Penguin Books, 2013. (Talk with Tim Keller here, and Sam Harris here.)
Middleton, J. Richard, and Brian J. Walsh. Truth Is Stranger Than It Used to Be:
Faith in a Postmodern Age. Downers Grove, Ill: InterVarsity, 1995.

Biblical

Sayers, Mark. The Vertical Self. Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 2010.
Smith, James K. A. How (Not) to Be Secular: Reading Charles Taylor.
Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2015. (Youtube talks/interviews here and here)
Smith, James K. A. Who's Afraid of Postmodernism?: Taking Derrida, Lyotard, and
Foucault to Church. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2006.
Taylor, Charles. A Secular Age. Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, 2007. (Talk here on
“Renewing the Church in a Secular Age”. Taylor is complex, but the prime source.)
Finally, are we now in post-postmodernity? For Michael Keller’s punchy reflection
on “Postmodernism Is Dead” see here.
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3.1

What Is “The World”?

When we talk about “the World”, what do we mean?
While it’s not in the “Mod to POMO” notes, watch this clip:
Granted, it’s one of those Bank ads that
seem to be about everything except money.
(Historical Aside: This wouldn’t be the case
in Chinese advertising, where money is an
absolute and unqualified “good” and thus
directly championed. In the West, we’re still
finding ways to talk about money without
sounding “greedy” … part of the genealogy
of ideas emerging out of Medievalism in
which the introduction of currency
combined with a Christian ethos of
generosity and frugality—fearing mammon
as the root of all evil—plus a neo-Platonic disdain for material existence. So, money is “filthy lucre”. Even in
today’s far more materialistic society, we still speak indirectly about money, focused on what it can
purchase, or do for the good of the world … part of our Christian inheritance, even in a culture ignoring
where this “common sense” came from.)
… (Back to the Bank ad!) … What is the implicit “common sense” about the nature of “the world” according
to ANZ? What narrative does it tell? Where did this come from, and why frame money this way?
In order to make sense of our cultural cross-road, we need to unearth foundational beliefs across time.

3.2

Introduction: Lost in Translation
<Watch this youtube clip on the German Coastguard here.>
In order to effectively communicate with our culture, we must listen
carefully, and translate what we hear in an intelligent way … or we risk
people drowning while we wonder what they’re “sinking about”.
 How would you characterise the dominant thinking of today,
and cultural currents in which we swim?
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3.3

What is Postmodernism?

Familiar Phrases …

Diverse Images …

Confusing Quotations …

Word Games …

Foundational Questions …

Truth is how well our interpretation (image or words) corresponds to (or re-presents) reality. Like a map: it
can be objectively ‘true’ in that it matches reality; and/or it can be pragmatically ‘true’ in that it is useful,
getting us where we want to go. How, then, can we tell if our words match reality?
PREMODERN:
What the authority says is trustworthy, and
therefore true.
MODERN:
What our individual and autonomous reason
judges is trustworthy, and therefore true.
POSTMODERN:
We cannot tell how our words match reality: at
best, they are simply ‘useful’, not ‘true’.
So, our interpretation is not really about
reality: our words are about ‘us’.
Deconstructionism, then, seeks to break down
why you used those particular words,
and critically examines how those words
benefit the speaker: “Truth claims are a mask for oppression.”
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“So in postmodernism, there is a movement from (1) the Christian ‘premodern’ notion of a revealed
determinate metanarrative to (2) the ‘modern’ notion of the autonomy of human reason with access to
truth of correspondence to (3) the ‘postmodern’ notion that we create truth as we construct languages
that serve our purposes, though these very languages deconstruct upon analysis.”
(James Sire, Universe Next Door)
Perhaps this very simplistic sketch will help (cf. “God Science Experience” picture on Moodle):
Premodern era = RELIGION/TRADITION
When: ~Pre-1600
Authority: Truth is given to us, by God or King … hierarchy and tradition are key.
Freedom: Found in obedience to the forms given from above
Problem: Religious wars exposed violence done by conflicting authorities and abuse under authority
Christianity: Luther deconstructed religious authority (Pope and tradition), reducing authority to the Bible,
beginning the process of finding common foundations accessible by all
Transition: Descartes, Kant and the like in their pursuit of an indubitable foundation built only on reason.
Modern era (Enlightenment) = REASON/SCIENCE (See Matthew Taylor’s related youtube RSA talk here)
When: ~1600-1960
Authority: Truth is determined by reason and science (rationalism and empiricism)
Freedom: Found in living out the indubitable forms reason (separate from revelation) gives – in
government, psychology, sociology, and the like—this is foundationalism, addicted to progress.
Problem: World Wars and abuse of science revealed that even reason is biased, and truth claims are often
a mask for oppression, so governmental and scientific authority were deconstructed
Christianity: The Bible was also deconstructed by the dictates of reason, science, history, the Jesus quest
and so on. Liberals modified revelation to accord with reason, while fundamentalists detached from science
to assert an often naïve reading of Scripture as their foundation
Pivot: Nietzsche, Freud and Marx (‘masters of suspicion’ – early deconstruction). More recently, key
postmodern thinkers bringing about the change include Wittgenstein, Derrida, Lyotard, Foucault and more.
Post-Modern era (post-colonial; post-structuralism; post-foundational etc.) = EXPERIENCE
When: ~1960 onwards (with precursors including Romanticism, Nihilism, Existentialism, and early Pomo)
Authority: Truth is what you make it. Self and one’s experience is the ultimate authority – the autonomous
individual following their desires. ‘Truth’ is socially constructed, and used to control others—there is no
final connection between our words (identifiers) and reality itself (the object) – so language is a game to get
what you want. There is an ‘incredulity toward all metanarratives’ (i.e., big overriding stories of the way the
world is). All authority (beyond the autonomous individual) must be deconstructed with an hermeneutic of
suspicion that the other is using language to control.
Freedom: Found in living out your desires – the consumer self constructs an identity from various resources
(whether religious, scientific, or otherwise) in pursuing the happy life, free from any overriding big story of
the way the world is: ‘the midi-narrative of secular happiness’, without reference to God or government
Problem: Postmodernism gives us no frame for morality, or critiquing something as good, true or beautiful,
leaving us more vulnerable than ever to ‘modernity’ and its manipulation and power games, and also
premodernity such as extremism/fundamentalism/terrorism. We are isolated and individualistic yet must
find new resources for truth and meaning toward the common good in a fragmented and pluralistic society.
Christianity: Reformed epistemologists and fideists reasserted that all knowing is subjective (involves a
subject) and thus takes trust/faith. Love is the core of life, so we need a new way of knowing and being.
Pivot: Michael Polanyi (Personal Knowing), Thomas Kuhn, Bernard Lonergan, Alvin Plantinga, N. T. Wright.
History often moves by dialectic, swinging like a pendulum from one position often to its opposite. Yet
history seems to progress in a direction—in the case of the western world, history may be understood as
the muddled up pursuit of freedom as we grapple with the nature of truth.
 What is our authority for truth – how do we ‘know’? What is the nature of freedom?
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3.4

Multiple Modernities: Refining the Picture
Pre, Mod, and Pomo simultaneously

Postmodern = hypermodern
(cf. “Late/Liquid Modernity”: Anthony Giddens; Zygmunt Bauman)
Postmodern Relativists, or Confused Pragmatists?

Multiple Modernities? (cf. Shmuel Eisenstadt; José Casanova)

3.5

Implications for Evangelism and Apologetics1
Yell and Tell?

Christianity’s “Image Problem”

The Double Divide (Sin + Cultural Gap)

Rallies & Programs Less Effective

1

The rest of these notes (3.5-3.7) are included for your own reference, but the focus of this session for the worldviews
course is primarily upon understanding the complex and contested transition from modernity to postmodernity.
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HOW TO DO IT DIFFERENTLY <EXTRA NOTES, CF. PP. 15-37 IN Moodle’s “Mod to Pomo”>
(see also http://www.lausanne.org/wp-content/uploads/2007/06/LOP31_IG2.pdf;
cf. Christianity Today article, “The Blessings of a Post-Christian Culture”)

Working with Postmodernism …
1) Truth is seen as socially constructed and oppressive  sharing localized narratives

2) ‘Objective’ truth and correspondence are rejected  trustworthiness and transformation
3) Rhetoric is prized over reason, to get what you want  appeal to points of contact

4) Certainty is abhorred  a shared journey to make sense of the world; graduated assent

5) Pluralism is celebrated, hegemony is despised  multicultural witness; teach before preach
6) Consumerism and experience dictate what postmodernists embrace  “Are you really satisfied,
happy, and free?”; truth, goodness, and beauty as pointers to God

7) Postmodernists are mosaic thinkers with a love of image  appeal to imagination (multi-sensory); selfsacrificial love and authenticity
Challenging Postmodernism …
8) All beliefs are equally good?  “How can you know this? And do you really believe this? How can this
kind of belief guard against future oppression?”

9) Assumed Naturalism  If God exists, and speaks, then are all beliefs and morals still equal? What
makes you so sure that God isn’t there and can’t speak? How can you know this?
In simplest terms, the following shifts may help shape your evangelism. For postmoderns …
Truth is EXPERIENTIAL and PERSONAL or COMMUNAL. … SO,
EXPERIENCE comes before EXPLANATION.
BELONGING comes before BELIEVING.
IMAGE comes before WORD.
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3.6

Tell the Gospel of the Kingdom (Mark 1:14-15)
James Choung, True Story
Decision

Individual

Afterlife


Transformation
Community
Mission Life

Epic Story & The Big Story (traverse.org.au/resources/evangelism/sign/epic-story-tracts/)

Art & Drama
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3.7

Show the Gospel of the Kingdom
Savvy consumers tired of the spin—needing a whole gospel (Luke 4:18-19)
Medium is the Message: incarnational, sacrificial, holistic, Spirit powered
Hospitality

Healing

A Final Word: Love
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Reflection Activities 6.1 & 6.2
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following questions, and tick off the related
boxes on pp. 14/15 of the unit guide.
#6.1 In 1959, Billy Graham presented evangelistic rallies across Australia. Over 130,000 (2%) of
Australia’s population made commitments to follow Christ. At his last rally 150,000 Aussies crammed
into the Sydney Cricket Ground to hear him share the gospel. His messages were clear and full of
conviction, holding open the Bible and using phrases like “the Word of God says …” Were Billy Graham
to preach this same message today, would he get the same response? Why, or why not? What are the
most significant cultural changes since then impacting how his presentation would be received?
#6.2 Imagine you are leading a keen group of high school students, wanting to better understand their
culture to be a witness. How would you explain postmodernity (or multiple modernity), and what
advice would you give to help them faithfully and effectively evangelise today?
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4. UNDERSTANDING THE TIMES: CONTEMPORARY WORLDVIEW STORY

Resource 6.2: Big Ideas on Ground Level
For online students, you can get the gist of this session by scanning through the manuscript and
powerpoint of “Touring Adolescent Athens” located under Module 6 Extra Resources. In turn, this
cultural analysis draws on my MCS Thesis, “The Thinking Teen” (chapters 2-3), which can be read in full
here and here. You can also access all the background research here.
If this is too dry for you, feel free to begin this segment by listening to the Module 6 Optional Reading
Paul Williams mp3 on Globalisation: “Jesus in McWorld.”
For more current analysis of cultural trends and what this looks like on the ground level in Aussie culture,
see McCrindle, “Faith and Belief in Australia” 2017 here (4pp summary). (Cf. 2016 ABS Census on
“Religion in Australia” and NCLS “Australian Community Survey”, & 2011 “Australian Communities
Report” by McCrindle.) We will work through the 13 pages of infographics capturing “Religion in
Australia” in class, on Moodle here.
While it was written before these social studies, Tom Frame’s analysis in his book Losing My Religion:
Unbelief in Australia (Sydney: UNSW Press, 2009) is still very informative—key chapter on Moodle here.
For the background on the aspects of different worldviews, I’ve drawn heavily from
https://www.summit.org/. See, for instance, the worldview chart and dictionary.
For some helpful reading on the fall out from contemporary western worldviews:
Clark, Chap. Hurt 2.0: Inside the World of Today's Teenagers.
Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2011.
Newbigin, Lesslie. Foolishness to the Greeks: The Gospel and Western Culture.
MI: W.B. Eerdmans Pub. Co, 1986.
Stackhouse, John G. Humble Apologetics: Defending the Faith Today.
University Press, 2002.
For an in-your-face look at contemporary consumerism and nihilism,
cult-movie classic Fight Club.

4.1

Grand Rapids,
Oxford: Oxford
watch the 1999

Faith and Belief in Australia

Before we delve back into big ideas and their cultural manifestations, take a look at the latest Aussie data.

Class Activity 6.4: Just the Facts (15 mins.)
Take a look at the McCrindle, “Faith and Belief in Australia” 2017 4 page infographic here (pp15-16
below). Each highlight two things that struck you most in this social data, giving one example/story from
“real life”—for instance, seen in your friends or work colleagues—that illustrates this data and trend.
 How does this relate to the flow of worldviews (premodernity, modernity, post/hyper-modernity) we
considered in session 2?
 What are the implications for the church seeking to live faithfully at the cross-roads today?
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4.2

Stepping Inside the Contemporary Western Worldview

It’s often said, “If you want to know about the water, don’t ask the fish.” So, how can we in the west
possibly find a frame of reference to understand the particulars of the worldview in which we swim?
The arts are invaluable towards this end. Art, song, story—through these mediums we hold up to scrutiny
embodied versions of who we are and how we see ourselves.
Take, for instance, this remix clip from the 1999 cult-classic, Fight Club. Through the eyes of Tyler Durden,
we see a caricature of where our mindless consumerism and unfulfilled dreams lead.

We can talk about worldviews as a kind of abstract, reified set of beliefs. But the reality is that we see
through this lens. We live in the story. Merely talking about ideas is to reduce one’s worldview to
something almost unrecognisable. As such, in the following activity, we’ll relate all you’ve read this module
to images and examples in popular magazines and culture.

Class Activity 6.5: The Cross-Roads of Pop-Culture (25 mins.)
In pairs, you’ll each receive a pop-culture magazine, and be assigned one of the following ideological
supports shaping a contemporary western worldview. (Online students are to do this also – choose 1)
Pluralism
Postmodernism/Fragmentation
Moral Relativism
Secularism
Consumerism/Individualism
In pairs, find an advertisement or article that embodies this ideology (cf. online magazine links next
page), then prepare answers to the following questions to share with the class:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Briefly explain/define your assigned ideology
Share the advertisement or article you chose, and explain how it embodies this ideology
Where do you see creational intent in this ideology/ad/article?
Where do you see cultural idolatry in this ideology/ad/article?
In what tangible ways is this ideology expressed in the church?

Take 15 minutes preparation time, then each group will have 2 minutes to present.
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You might also like to draw from some online magazines, whether ads or articles:
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4.3

Pulling It Apart (Optional Section/Activity)

As highlighted under Resource 6.2, SUMMIT MINISTRIES are one of the premiere Christian organisations
training and equipping Christians to understand worldviews.
Below is a chart from Summit that compares the six major Western worldviews: Christianity, Islam,
Marxism, Secular Humanism, New Age, and Postmodernism.
We’ll focus in on Secular Humanism and Postmodernism. Pair up with someone different from the
previous activity, and take it in turns explaining (as best as you can) what each plank of the worldview is.
When you’re stuck, explore the summit website for a fuller explanation or ask a neighbour!
This is a fairly heady way of approaching worldview, but understanding these terms is very useful, for many
of the conflicts we see in the world today can be helpfully interpreted through the lens of clashing
worldviews.

4.4

Pulling It Apart
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4.5

Piecing It Together: Telling Today’s Story

As we’ve emphasised throughout this course, worldview is best understood as a story. There are dot-points
and propositions (as in the table above), but these elements drop out of the overriding story we see
ourselves as in. Again, we act according to the story we think we’re in.
From last module’s Richard Middleton reading, you may remember the basic structure of most stories:

At the heart of every story is a struggle. Characters wrestle with reality. In Greek, agon literally means
“wrestle”, from which we get the dramatic terms
Protagonist – the key character who wrestles to achieve the task
Antagonist – the key opponent or object that hinders the protagonist from succeeding.
Remember, the plot of the Biblical
story can be mapped as depicted:
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Piecing together all we’ve discussed this module, what is the contemporary western story?

Class Activity 6.6: Plotting the Western Tale (15 mins.)
As an individual, take 3 minutes to map out the key aspects of a typical western story.
Is there a ‘sender’ and a ‘receiver’? (origin: where have I come from?)
Is there a ‘receiver’? (destiny: where am I going?)
How would you describe the ‘setting’ of the drama?
(reality: how do I know, and what is real?)
Describe how the ‘agent’ sees himself or herself (anthropology: who am I?)
What is the primary ‘task’ (mission) of the agent? (purpose: what am I here for?)
Who or what are the main antagonists/impediments to achieving this mission?
(tension: what is the problem?)
Who or what are the main helpers to assist the agent achieve their task?
(salvation/partial-resolution: how do we fix the problem)
Now, take a further 2 minutes to put into a prose paragraph the basic plot of this non-Christian
worldview, expressed from the first-person perspective of the agent.
Next, join into a group of 3 or 4 students, and each share your storyline.
Finally, as a class, discuss where these stories overlapped or differed. And what are the main ways this
story is similar to or different from a Christian worldview?
How do you see the contemporary western story played out where you spend most of your time
(e.g. workplace/vocation, sporting club, friendships, etc.)

Reflection Activities 6.3 & 6.4
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following questions, and tick off the related
boxes on pp. 14/15 of the unit guide.
#6.3 From Class Activity 6.5, explain one of these ideologies through an embodied example in both
popular culture and the church.
#6.4 From Class Activity 6.6, write a prose paragraph that captures the plot-line of the contemporary
western story, from the first-person perspective of the agent.
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4.6

When All You Ever Wanted Simply Didn’t Deliver

We live in a culture hell-bent on FREEDOM. Sadly, however, it is often individualistic—detached from
community—and a negative freedom: freedom from control, from responsibility, from obligation.
Essentially, this is a freedom to do what I want, irrespective of others. It’s the antithesis of Biblical freedom:
a positive freedom for love and relationship with others.
Following is a poignant opinion piece from the New York Times that reflects on the cultural repercussions of
selfish people getting all they ever dreamed of, yet it still not delivering what they most truly desired. You
needn’t do anything with this piece, but perhaps it helpfully captures the consequences of our dominant
cultural worldview. Here’s to …

The Downside of Liberty2
THIS spring I was on a panel at the Woodstock Writers Festival. An audience member asked a question:
Why had the revolution dreamed up in the late 1960s mostly been won on the social and cultural fronts —
women’s rights, gay rights, black president, ecology, sex, drugs, rock ’n’ roll — but lost in the economic
realm, with old-school free-market ideas gaining traction all the time?
There was a long pause. People shrugged and sighed. I had an epiphany, which I offered, bumming out
everybody in the room.
What has happened politically, economically, culturally and socially since the sea change of the late ’60s
isn’t contradictory or incongruous. It’s all of a piece. For hippies and bohemians as for businesspeople and
investors, extreme individualism has been triumphant. Selfishness won.
From the beginning, the American idea embodied a tension between radical individualism and the
demands of the commonweal. The document we’re celebrating today says in its second line that axiomatic
human rights include “Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness” — individualism in a nutshell. But the
Declaration’s author was not a greed-is-good guy: “Self-love,” Jefferson wrote to a friend 38 years after the
Declaration, “is no part of morality. Indeed it is exactly its counterpart. It is the sole antagonist of virtue
leading us constantly by our propensities to self-gratification in violation of our moral duties to others.”
Periodically Americans have gone overboard indulging our propensities to self-gratification — during the
1840s, during the Gilded Age, and again in the Roaring Twenties. Yet each time, thanks to economic crises
and reassertions of moral disapproval, a rough equilibrium between individualism and the civic good was
restored.
Consider America during the two decades after World War II. Stereotypically but also in fact, the conformist
pressures of bourgeois social norms were powerful. To dress or speak or live life in unorthodox,
extravagantly individualist ways required real gumption. Yet just as beatniks were rare and freakish, so
were proudly money-mad Ayn Randian millionaires. My conservative Republican father thought marginal
income tax rates of 91 percent were unfairly high, but he and his friends never dreamed of suggesting they
be reduced below, say, 50 percent. Sex outside marriage was shameful, beards and divorce were outré —
but so were boasting of one’s wealth and blaming unfortunates for their hard luck. When I was growing up
in Omaha, rich people who could afford to build palatial houses did not and wouldn’t dream of paying

2

Andersen, Kurt. “The Downside of Liberty.” New York Times, Opinion Pages, July 3, 2012.
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/07/04/opinion/the-downside-of-liberty.html?_r=3&ref=opinion (accessed August 8,
2017).
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themselves 200 or 400 times what they paid their employees. Greed as well as homosexuality was a love
that dared not speak its name.
But then came the late 1960s, and over the next two decades American individualism was fully unleashed.
A kind of tacit grand bargain was forged between the counterculture and the establishment, between the
forever-young and the moneyed.
Going forward, the youthful masses of every age would be permitted as never before to indulge their selfexpressive and hedonistic impulses. But capitalists in return would be unshackled as well, free to indulge
their own animal spirits with fewer and fewer fetters in the forms of regulation, taxes or social opprobrium.
“Do your own thing” is not so different than “every man for himself.” If it feels good, do it, whether that
means smoking weed and watching porn and never wearing a necktie, retiring at 50 with a six-figure public
pension and refusing modest gun regulation, or moving your factories overseas and letting commercial
banks become financial speculators. The self-absorbed “Me” Decade, having expanded during the ’80s and
’90s from personal life to encompass the political economy, will soon be the “Me” Half-Century.
People on the political right have blamed the late ’60s for what they loathe about contemporary life —
anything-goes sexuality, cultural coarseness, multiculturalism. And people on the left buy into that, seeing
only the ’60s legacies of freedom that they define as progress. But what the left and right respectively love
and hate are mostly flip sides of the same libertarian coin minted around 1967. Thanks to the ’60s, we are
all shamelessly selfish.
In that letter from 1814, Jefferson wrote that our tendencies toward selfishness where liberty and our
pursuit of happiness lead us require “correctives which are supplied by education” and by “the moralist,
the preacher, and legislator.”
On this Independence Day, I’m doing my small preacherly bit.
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5. DOXOLOGY
Remember, we are not simply “thinking things” but “desiring creatures”. Developing a Christian
Worldview is not just about understanding rightly, but loving truly. That is, we must be intentional in our
habitual practices (or ‘liturgies’) so that our hearts are formed to love the Kingdom of God. As J. I. Packer
was fond of saying, “All true theology begets doxology.” Learning is in the service of worship.
Thus, as we will do each week, let us close by singing the Doxology:

Praise God, from Whom all blessings flow;
Praise Him, all creatures here below;
Praise Him above, ye heavenly host;
Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Amen.

Forum Activity Module 6
As part of engaging with the set text and extra required readings, address each required reading
for this module, and comment on at least one other person’s post to advance the dialogue.
Clearly address the following four categories:
-a question—something you don’t understand, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something with which you disagree, or want to further nuance
-an implication—‘so what’ for how this teaching shapes your worldview
-an application—something useful right now in your context, to live out the text
Be sure to post these thoughts prior to each week’s class, as we’ll use these reflections as the basis
for an in-class discussion, where you will be expected to contribute in response to the readings.
Also, be sure to interact with at least one other student, advancing the conversation with a
question, challenge, elaboration or related story. This *isn’t* counted in the 200 word post.

Put your response on the Moodle Forum (200 words)

Preparation for Next Week …
 Pre-reading, as per Unit Guide p6 … Post to the forum and come prepared to share on
each of the following:
-a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance
-an implication—“so what” for our apologetic practice
-an application—something useful right now in your context
 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share a newspaper article or media clip concerning
events in the public square, and your initial reflections from a Christian worldview.
 If it’s your turn, come ready to share with the class for 3-5 minutes concerning your main
vocation (whether present or future). Where do you see creational intent and cultural
idolatry in this vocation (designed for good, damaged by evil)? How might you participate
redemptively with healing action (restored for better so we are sent together to heal the
world, a taste of when God sets everything right) as you seek first God’s Kingdom?
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Significance for Christian theology, life and thought...
Sifting Trash, Sorting Treasure3 … a reflection on priorities in a consumerist culture

When all threatens to be swept away, what would you save? As they say, “One man’s trash is
another man’s treasure.” In January 2011 my sleepy city of Brisbane had a wet season that lived
up to its reputation. Inundated by global attention, this dilemma tumbled from hypothetical into
turbulent reality.
For nearly a month the rain fell. Seventy-five percent of Queensland was flood affected—think
France and Germany combined. The low-system settled over us. Freak storms hit the Toowoomba
range, immediately west of Brisbane.
Locals looked on, horrified, as the centre of that city became a tumultuous river. Cars were swept
away like sticks. And on the waters cascaded, through the Lockyer Valley. With little notice an
inland Tsunami hit towns like Grantham. Stories abounded of parents clambering onto rooves,
holding their children aloft, praying for a helicopter to fly them away. The water accumulated in
Wivenhoe dam, soon straining at nearly 200 percent capacity. Thankfully the wall didn’t give way.
Nevertheless, each day a body of water the volume of Sydney Harbour was released toward
Brisbane.
My suburb was one of the first hit. The Brisbane River peaked at 21 metres, a silty sea sweeping
away our local park. Houses were built high, so our worst experience was isolation for 5 days. We
moved a friend’s house contents above the predicted flood line, and then two days later moved it
all back again, unscathed. Deciding what was worth saving was subjective at best.
By the time the waters passed through Brisbane city, however, it was a different story. The 4.5
metre peak was enough to take out nearly 20,000 properties. Once the waters receded, the sight
was staggering. Kilometre after kilometre, houses were covered in silt. The streets were lined with
trash. So many families lost everything. The devastation compounded when insurance companies
informed residents that, technically, this wasn’t a ‘flood’—the river banks never broke, even as the
waters rose. Everything was gone.
I could dwell on the details, but one image sums it up. Back in March 2010, close friends had their
house damaged by local flash floods. So they formed an evacuation plan in case of serious storms.
Each of the family members set aside a box of priceless items to protect at all costs. Yet as the
Brisbane floods hit, they were trapped up the coast with no chance of clearing their possessions.
The waters rose and swallowed their house. Upon returning, everything was ruined. Dozens of
people volunteered to clean up the mess, but like I said earlier, “one man’s trash is another man’s
treasure.” Each of the kids searched for their box of items. Tom, a twenty-year-old dental student,
followed the garbage trail out to the nature-strip, scanning for his missing items. Thus far he had
been stoic. But then he saw the legs of his childhood stuffed toy poking out of the dirty pile.
Without over-dramatising, he fell to the ground, frantically sifting trash with his bare hands.
3

This reflection was first published at http://wonderingfair.com/2013/06/06/sifting-trash-sorting-treasure/.
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Items he held dear were destroyed. A guttural cry passed through his lips and the streams flowed
once more.
When all is taken away, what do we value the most? At times like this, “You are what you own”
rings hollow; retail therapy is exposed as a placebo. As outsiders, we prioritized large and
expensive items to secure above the waters for our evacuated friend. But for insiders like Tom,
when it all washes up in the end, what matters most isn’t material at all. This is really about that.
This photo is about that friendship. This CD is about that first date. And this muddied toy is about
that childhood memory.
Our ‘flood’ experience seems overblown compared with Brazil and Pakistan, displacing Australia’s
entire population. But common to us all is that which holds ultimate worth.
In our consumerist culture, ‘stuff’ should always take second place. We can thank God for material
blessings, but even my prized laptop is just trash compared to the worth of a life, of love, and of
shared memories. All our possessions will perish. And tears will flow. But for Tom and his family,
hope remains afloat. They have taken Jesus’ teaching to heart: “Seek first the Kingdom of God and
his righteousness, and he will give you everything you need.” Their ‘home and contents’—their
treasure and centre of identity—is built on the rock. As the floods come, and the elements
conspire, it cannot be shaken (Matthew 7:24-27). I only pray that the floods we face prompt us
each to sift trash from treasure before that great day when God’s love and justice inundate us all.
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